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Dropwise condensation can enhance heat transfer by an order of magnitude compared to film
condensation. Superhydrophobicity appears ideal to promote continued dropwise condensation
which requires rapid removal of condensate drops; however, such promotion has not been reported
on engineered surfaces. This letter reports continuous dropwise condensation on a superhydrophobic
surface with short carbon nanotubes deposited on micromachined posts, a two-tier texture
mimicking lotus leaves. On such micro-/nanostructured surfaces, the condensate drops prefer the
Cassie state which is thermodynamically more stable than the Wenzel state. With a hexadecanethiol
coating, superhydrophobicity is retained during and after condensation and rapid drop removal is
enabled. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2731434�

Dropwise condensation on a hydrophobic surface has
been known to enhance heat transfer by approximately an
order of magnitude compared to film condensation on a hy-
drophilic one.1,2 Rapid removal of large condensate drops is
essential to continuous dropwise condensation, for which su-
perhydrophobic surfaces appear to be an ideal solution. On a
roughened hydrophobic surface, a liquid drop can exhibit
either the Cassie state where the drop sits on the air-filled
textures3 or the Wenzel state where the drop wets cavities of
the textures.4 The apparent contact angle of a roughened hy-
drophobic surface is enhanced in both the Cassie and Wenzel
states; however, the Cassie state is the preferred superhydro-
phobic state in which a drop has a much smaller contact
angle hysteresis and therefore a higher mobility.5 To date,
none of the reported condensation on engineered superhydro-
phobic surfaces exhibits a sustained Cassie state; instead, the
condensate drops partially or fully penetrate into the cavities
over the course of condensation.5–8 Further, laboratory con-
densation on superhydrophobic lotus leaves shows similar
penetration behavior and condensate drops tend to stick to
the cooled lotus leaves.9,10

Here, we report continuous dropwise condensation on a
two-tier texture which retains superhydrophobicity during
and after condensation. The two-tier texture, mimicking that
on the surface of lotus leaves,11 was prepared by depositing
carbon nanotubes �CNTs� on micromachined pillars �Fig. 1�.
On a 2�2�0.1 cm3 silicon �Si� substrate, squarely posi-
tioned pillars were etched at the center �1.5�1.5 cm2� by
deep reactive ion etching. The etched Si substrates were
coated with a thin layer of chromium �Cr, 100 nm� and then
nickel �Ni, 20 nm� as catalyst, and CNTs were grown by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.12 The substrate
was then hydrophobicized either by a 10 nm layer of
parylene C coating or by a 10 nm layer of gold coated with a
monolayer of 1-hexadecanethiol �Fluka 52270�.13 For com-
parison purposes, some one-tier microtextures were prepared
by skipping the step of CNT deposition �i.e., only Si micro-

pillars� but were otherwise processed in the same manner. In
addition, the edges of the two-tier substrates �where there
were only CNT nanopillars� were used as examples of one-
tier nanotextures. The dimensions of these textures �Table I�
were measured by scanning electron microscopy �SEM� at a
tilt angle of 30° �Philips XL30�. The dry substrate was held
�assisted by a thin film of water� on a copper plate cooled by
a recirculating chiller. The plate surface in contact with the
substrate was maintained at 5 °C, while the ambient air was
at 19 °C with a relative humidity of 74%, corresponding to a
dew point of 14 °C. The condensation of water vapor onto
the substrate was visualized by an optical microscope �Nikon
LV150� with a 10� lens �numerical aperture=0.3� and a
charge-coupled device camera �SensiCam SVGA�. Images
were captured at 1 frame per second �fps� with an exposure
time of 10 ms.

The carbon nanotubes used here as the secondary rough-
ness have two noteworthy features compared to other supe-
rhydrophobic surfaces incorporating CNTs �see, for example,
Refs. 14–17�. �i� The Cr–Ni catalyst layer was not removed;
therefore, the carbon nanotubes with catalyst “caps” worked
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FIG. 1. Two-tier textures: micropillars are etched in silicon, and CNT nano-
pillars are subsequently deposited. �a� Structure Amn, �b� structure Bmn, �c�
micropillar of Bmn, �d� CNT nanopillars �An ,Bn�.
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like solid nanopillars as far as surface wettability was con-
cerned. �ii� These nanopillars had an average length of
400 nm, much shorter compared to micrometric carbon
nanotubes previously used. The shorter nanopillars are closer
to the 100 nm scale secondary roughness on lotus leaves.11

Further, shorter nanotubes are more rigid and prevent nano-
tube bundling due to capillary forces,14,15 as shown by SEM
images in Fig. 1 which were all taken after repeated conden-
sation experiments.

A liquid drop on a roughened surface can exhibit either
Cassie or Wenzel state, which is demarcated by a critical
contact angle �c. The Cassie state is thermodynami-
cally more stable when the physical contact angle �p �i.e., on
a smooth surface� is greater than the critical one,18

�p � �c, with cos �c = −
1 − f

r − f
. �1�

In lack of a generally accepted definition of �p, we use static
contact angle to approximate �p.19 On a one-tier texture of
squarely positioned square posts with width w, center-to-
center separation s, and height h, f =w2 /s2�1 is the fraction
of solid surface in contact with liquid in the heterogeneous
Cassie state, and r= �s2+4wh� /s2�1 is the roughness ratio
of total surface area in contact with liquid over the projected
area in the penetrated Wenzel state.18 According to Eq. �1�,
there are two routes to a stable Cassie state: �i� Decreasing
the critical contact angle using a texture with lower f and
higher r. A two-tier design suits this purpose as fmn= fmfn
and rmn=rmrn, where subscripts m denotes microtexture, n
nanotexture, and mn two-tier texture. �ii� Increasing the
physical contact angle, e.g., from parylene coating ��p
=91° ±4° with advancing and receding contact angles
�a /�r=98° /59°� to hexadecanethiol coating ��p=101° ±4°
with �a /�r=116° /87°�.19

The importance of the two-tier design is shown in Fig. 2
by the coalescence of condensate drops on different texture
designs with the same parylene coating. On a one-tier texture
with only micropillars �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b��, the condensate
drops penetrated into the interstitial cavities, an observation
consistent with the literature on similar micromachined
structures.7,8 On another one-tier texture with only nanopil-
lars �Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��, the condensate drops also appeared
to penetrate into the cavities as indicated by the large contact
angle hysteresis associated with the irregular drop shape. In
contrast, on a two-tier surface with nanopillars on top of
micropillars �Figs. 2�e� and 2�f��, the condensate drops

stayed in the Cassie state as indicated by the almost spherical
drops �compared to the flattened and irregular drops in Figs.
2�a�–2�d��. Except for drops with a diameter comparable to
the micropillar separation �i.e., �20 �m�, the coalesced
drops �some after a series of coalescence� remained in the
Cassie state on a two-tier texture during an experimental test
span of 1 h.

The difference in condensation behavior resulting from
one- and two-tier designs �Table I� can be qualitatively ex-
plained by the thermodynamic stability criterion �Eq. �1��.
With a parylene coating, the physical contact angle
��p=91° ±4° � is below the critical contact angle of both
one-tier structures �Am: �c=120° and An: �c=96°� but are
comparable to a two-tier structure �Amn: �c=94°�. Therefore,
Wenzel state is more stable on the parylene-coated one-tier
texture, while Cassie state is more stable on the correspond-
ing two-tier texture. This thermodynamic argument is
also supported by the observation that a hexadecanethiol
��p=101° � instead of parylene coating made a nanopillar-
only texture �An� superhydrophobic during and after conden-
sation �see Fig. 4�b�, edge of chip with only nanopillars�.
Further, similar condensation behaviors were observed on
two designs �Amn and Bmn� given the same surface coating.
These two designs have different solid fractions �f� but the
same roughness �r�, which supports the asymptotic limit of
the thermodynamically based critical angle, �c→−1/r for
f �1 and r�1.

Although in the Cassie state, the drops had limited mo-
bility on a parylene-coated two-tier texture, as evident from
the nearly stationary drops around the coalescing drops in
Figs. 2�e� and 2�f�. On a hexadecanethiol-coated two-tier tex-
ture, rapid removal of large condensate drops was achieved,
as shown by a series of images illustrating the condensation
process �Fig. 3�. At the initial stage, condensate liquid nucle-
ated both on the top of the micropillars and in the interstitial
cavities �Fig. 3�a�, at 1 min�. The drops soon started to coa-
lesce and the coalesced drops appeared to be spherical on top
of the micropillars, i.e., in the Cassie state �Fig. 3�b�, at
2 min�. Similar to the parylene-coated surface, the conden-
sate drops �except those with diameters comparable to the
microscale cavities� remained in the Cassie state during con-
densation. In the continuous process of nucleation, coales-

FIG. 2. Coalescence of condensate drops on parylene-coated textures with
one- and two-tier roughness. ��a�–�b�� Am: one tier with only micropillars,
��c�–�d�� An: one tier with only nanopillars, and ��e�–�f�� Amn: two-tier
roughness. Images are captured at 9 or 10 min after initiation of
condensation.

TABLE I. Parameters of microtextures �Am ,Bm�, nanotextures �An ,Bn�, and
two-tier textures �Amn ,Bnm�. Physical dimensions of pillars: width w �cross
section approximated as square�, center-to-center separation s, and height h.
Structural properties of rough surface: solid fraction f and surface roughness
r, both determining a critical contact angle �c.

Structure w ��m� s ��m� h ��m� f r �c

Am 4.9 11.2 5.2 0.19 1.8 120°
Bm 3.7 12.0 8.0 0.095 1.8 122°
An, Bn

a 0.06 0.12 0.4 0.25 7.7 96°
Amn ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.048 14 94°
Bmn ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.024 14 94°

aThe CNT pillars on both microstructures were processed under the same
condition: wn=60±40 nm, hn=400±100 nm, and sn�120±80 nm. The sur-
face coverage of CNT pillars �f� was also independently measured as
�25±5�% by image processing.
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cence, and renucleation, the condensate drops frequently
traveled large distances �0.1–10 mm� over short period of
time ��10 ms� at seemingly random directions.20 The rapid
drop motion, usually triggered by coalescence, is apparent by
comparing Figs. 3�c� and 3�d� to Figs. 2�e� and 2�f�, both
taken at 9 and 10 min after condensation started. Compared
to the parylene-coated surface, it was no longer possible to
track most of the drops on a hexadecanethiol-coated surface
after 1 min. Due to the drop coalescence and rapid motion,
most condensed liquids were eventually collected into a few
large drops, one example being the 120 �m diameter drop
shown in Fig. 3�e� �at 42 min 56 s�. These large drops re-
tained high mobility, as evident from the disappearance of
the example drop within 1 s �Fig. 3�f��.

In addition to maintaining superhydrophobicity during
condensation, the hexadecanethiol-coated two-tier surface
also retained superhydrophobicity after condensation �Fig.
4�. After 1 h of condensation, the substrate temperature was
raised to that of the ambient air. The substrate remained on
the horizontal microscope stage used for visualization. A
hand-held tweezer was used to gently shake the substrate
horizontally to induce drop coalescence. The sweeping mo-
tion of a large drop left a dry path behind �evident from
optical contrast� with small drops absorbed into the large one
�Fig. 4�a��. After a few cycles of horizontal oscillations,
nearly all condensate drops were collected into a few large
drops, and the hexadecanethiol-coated two-tier surface was
almost completely dry �Fig. 4�b��.

The rapid drop removal process on a hexadecanethiol-
coated surface �Figs. 3 and 4� was not possible on a
parylene-coated surface with the same two-tier design. In-

stead, condensate drops tended to stick to the parylene-
coated surface and could only be removed by drops of large
size or momentum; similar phenomena were observed on
condensed lotus leaves.9 The improvement over lotus leaf in
laboratory condensation reported here is likely to be related
to the lower surface energy of the hexadecanethiol coating
��p=101° ±4° � compared to the wax coating of lotus leaves
��p=74° ±9° �.21

In summary, we achieved continuous dropwise conden-
sation on a biomimetic two-tier texture with short carbon
nanotubes deposited on micromachined pillars. Our
hexadecanethiol-coated two-tier textures appeared to surpass
lotus leaves in terms of retaining superhydrophobicity during
and after laboratory condensation. The thermodynamic crite-
rion for stable Cassie state was used to guide the geometrical
design and surface treatment and can also qualitatively ex-
plain several experimental observations. However, much
work is needed to quantitatively understand the dynamic
condensation process down to the nanoscale, both in labora-
tory and in nature. A clear understanding of superhydropho-
bic condensation experimentally reported here not only has
applications in two-phase heat transfer but also impacts the
engineering of robust superhydrophobic materials in general.
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FIG. 3. Condensation process on hexadecanethiol-coated texture with two-
tier roughness �Bmn�. The images are captured over the same area, and time
stamps are with respect to the initiation of condensation.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Removal of condensate drops on hexadecanethiol-
coated two-tier texture �Bmn�. �a� After condensation, a tweezer is used to
gently shake the substrate horizontally. �b� Most condensate drops are re-
moved after a few cycles of oscillations.
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